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We are a free distribution News Magazine.
We do not take responsibility for text
provided for articles or advertisements
paid
or
unpaid.
Names,
logos,
words, pictures provided to the paper
for publishing at your own risk.

As we embrace another year on
Georgian calendar and enjoy
Christmas and yearend holidays,
the tradition and the sincere
practice of wishing our family,
friends, business contacts, and
practically everybody with a big
“Happy and Prosperous New
Year” takes priority.
But the question of the day is
“Are we being forced to act
like robots by our leaders”
and follow their rituals while
the environment, society we
live, our work places and even
economy is subjected to harsh
exploitation with ruthless and
fierce competition resulting in
manmade and enforced disasters,
weather changes, destruction of
flora and fauna food shortages
and diseases. On top of this,
looming nuclear war, terrorist
acts, forced disappearances,
ethnic cleansing, creation of
refugees, deaths, spread of
epidemics dominate daily news
clips spreading across the globe.
Are we really living in a Happy
and peaceful planet? Are world
leaders consciously creating an
environment to sustain a system
that encourages and improves
what we enjoyed 25 years
ago? Aren’t we cheating each
other by whispering a lie with
“Greetings?” while the process
is being deliberately reversed
for the majority.
To answer these questions we
need to look inwards, towards
our own self and ask a question.
Are we being fool into a belief
that our world is safe, secure and
livable as we hope and expect?
Can we change the reverse the
process causing the disaster
looming above our heads? Are
we to take the bull by the horn
and turn the events to secure
the safety of all humans who
face disaster irrespective of
the places where they live, in
USA, Europe Asia, Africa or
elsewhere.
Within the correct answer to this
question lies the truth of wishing
you a Peaceful and Happy New
Year 2018.
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